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'In everything I want to reach'
In everything I want to reach

The very essence:
In work, in seeking a way,
In passion's turbulence.

I should deduce its principles,
Its laws proclaim,
Repeating the initials
Of name after name.

The essence of past days
And where they start,
Foundations, roots,
The very heart.

I should plant out my stanzas.
And flowering limes,
Their veins astir with sap,
Would bloom in lines.

Always catching the thread
Of actions, histories,
To live, to think, to feel, to love
To make discoveries.

I should have mint and roses
Breathing there Sedge, meadows, haymaking,
And thunderous air.

If only I could do it
After a fashion,
I should compose eight lines
On the properties of passion,

So Chopin once enclosed
The plenitude
Of farmsteads, parks, groves, graves
In his Etudes .

On lawlessnesses, sins,
Pursuits, alarms,
On unexpectednesses,
Elbows, palms.

The torment and delight
Of triumph so
Achieved tightens the bowstring
Bending the bow.
-Boris Pasternak-
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Tis a gentle Lad
that picks a peach
and doesn't Bend the Fuzz
When in the spring
Can Catch a Bee
Without a single Buzz
When all the while
Can watch the world
in utter solitude
And never think
a tarnished thought
of love and youth and you.
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.DEMARCO

morning coffee on ,my breath
cold hands on steering wheel
sliding through the same old stopsigns
with the sun on my sticky eyes
and the rear defroster
dissolving blurs behind me
tis today
today
rain
i watched it rain tonight.
it's been a long time.
i felt so safe, there in the shelter.
the careful chill of the gentle wind
lulled me to sleep as the
marching of the rain drowned out
the sorrows of the world.
i was reminded of the simple time
of my childhood when
a rainy day would carry me off
with a picture-story to where
the wild things were.
i thought of God;
and my mother's smile.
i remembered how big the world was,
and how soft the wet grass.
everything that had me worried
just seemed to was away.
i' d forgotten how rewarding it can be
just to sit and watch the rain.
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RIIILEY. CRUSIEY

I knew a woman, once.
(I thought I knew all men)
She emptied out her pockets,
praise, folded worn opinions,
grave tones of all, that mistakes
passion for pride and pride
for timor
and only at a half glance
catchest the tail of timor,
badly turned speech.
And as she handled
old edges of her conversation,
pocket-warm and finger-warm,
and held them to the sense of sight,
the sun, through all this
and the window
lit them precarious
and flimsy, simple things,
and she, (distasteful
as a boat that flees it's
surface wake),
she dropped them on the floor
and felt her pocket void
and left to fill it.
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metropolis
all the people in their rows,
with their news and coffee
and half hour to themselves.
they sell their time for salary pay
and find peace in cafes and diners
before they return to their cubical shelves.
they study and talk and
ponder the crowds
and smoke their last 'ti! the
five o'clock bell.
they're choking on fast food
and brown paper bag lunches
and sell their time
for promotion in this corporate hell.
the racket and the rhythm
of the old men playing dominoes
in the park is a song.
a lament of the future
that this fast track leads to
in the system to which we all belong.
these faceless masses all dying
of cancer from their cellular phones,
computer screens, and lunch break uv rays.
it's the price of success
in the post-modern world,
to die unforgiven by the labor of our days.
and the innocent children
not taught to dream,
abandoned and given a key;
plug into nintendo and internet
and wait to inherit
this carnage of industry.
so where do we turn
to fill our faith-need
huddled and suffocating in the crowded alone?
the glass and steel icons only reflect
our monotony and in death we're forgotten
among daisies and stone.
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CRUISIEY

It was very strange, all the same. He had thought it out, care-

fully, which was the only way he could think, even when he was
hurried, as he was this morning. As he arrived at the gleaming tower
of offices, he was just finishing his last bit of puzzling on the matter.
Once he got to his office, he would have no time for such chasing after
the wind. "Chasing after the wind", he mumbled out loud, and pulled
the office building door closed behind him. It was stuck open, and he
gave it a clumsy pull and grunted aloud so as not to forget his thought,
"Chasing after the ... "
A woman in a business suit striding by glanced at him, perhaps
by accident, and then rushed on into the echoing hallway ahead of
him. He automatically reached to straighten his tie. "Chasing after... "
It was decidedly strange, he assured himself again. What else

can you call it when trees, everyday side-of-the-road trees, started,
well, waving about as if they had minds of their own.
And with no wind at all to be stirring their branches in such a
way. It wasn't windy out, of that he was sure. In fact, the air was unusually still and warm this morning. Not unusually so, he checked
himself. Warm, yes, a slightly heavy sort of warm for so early in the
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SEEUNGER

morning. The day would be decidedly hot by noon-time, which was
when he took his lunch break at the diner down the avenue. but after
all, ti was June, and heat was to be expected. The brisk walk to the
office building had left him feeling slightly smothered inside his gray
suit, and he was happy the office air conditioners were repaired. The
air was very still, without a single stirring of breeze. So it wasn't the
wind that made those tree limbs move about, like snakes trying to
escape rather slowly from the trunk.
A breeze, perhaps, that was too high off the ground for him to
have felt, walking down on the sidewalk. But how could a breeze have
directed those branches to move so slowly, all in different directions,
with hardly a leaf stirring?
He had been at first mildly surprised, then intrigued, and had
finally stopped short in the middle of the sidewalk (a most unusual
occurence for him, who hardly ever even looked to the left or the right,
but walked directly on towards his destination, eyes fixed on the
shoulders of other hurried walkers before him). The trees were definitely moving in a tortuously slow limb-dance, as if they were raising
their arms to the sky in an attempt to embrace all the blue at once. He
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had stood ramrod straight, briefcase in his left hand, and tilted his
head far back to watch the tree directly above him.It was swaying with
the others, its arms otustretched to heaven in a slow anguish of movement, reaching up and letting fall its long branches, each leaf barely
moving, as dark fingers trailing against the bright surface of the June
sky. He was getting lightheaded from watching it, and the sun was
fierce and white between the shadows of mute tree limbs straining
through space, crossing each other, avoiding each other, silently moving in and out among each other, descending, falling, filling the air
with a nameless surging. It was as if great lungs were drawing impossible breat~s over and over, and yet not quite reaching their full volume, not quite.
The sound of his briefcase falling to the sidewalk beside im
woke him to the fact that he had been gaping, straining to hear
something ... the movement of the trees?
And as he sat drinking his morning coffee in his gleaming office
overlooking the alleyway, he thought, for some reason, of the way his
son had cried one day over a dead beetle, ugly and dull black in the
backyard, in a loud and inconsolable way, looking up to the back of the
house as if he knew he couldn't quite, couldn't quite reach ...

II

Catechism #1
(purpose, a dialectical synthesis)
My works

exalt and give me pleasure
Are these my purpose

for creating
Rather,

my creations are for this end
to exalt my maker

In this lies true self-exaltation for
that is my purpose,

my fulfillment,
arete.

Disobedience
The moth flies, a flash
of wing, a repeated knock of
body against the glass globe.

Watching from the porch,
I try to shrug my shoulders
beneath the weight of burning wings.
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STOUIT. MOFFITT

Paradox

I•

Die
To live
Cry
To laugh
Sin
To be forgiven
Dream
To be driven
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PERKINS, SPRUINGER

And then
It is written, "fhere is no fear in love."

I must not be loving then,
for as I hope on it
some cruel inner laughter threatens love's hasty departure
and childlike I cower in its shadow.
It is written, "love...does not envy."

This cannot be loving then,
for her name drives daggers in me
and I see myself jealousy incarnate
when your silence ceases to speak.
It is written, "love is strong as death."

I must know nothing of love then,
for the weakness I contend with breaks me loosing the link between us
and I my grasp releases which once closed this distance .
...And then I woke.
The scales fell from my blindness.
True Love screamed out to me
in a white light that leaves no shadow.
Love Incarnate reached to me
wtih name-carved hands nail-drive,
and spoke to me through the mute music
of my own misunderstanding.
In my weakness he came and
stretching himself upon my grave
poured out his own strength to fill my emptiness,
binding my bleeding failures with his own new wounds.
Yet they are not so new at all,
but more ancient than the moving moon and stars,
older than any human knowing or dying,
older than our souls may ever be worn to feeling.
For it is written, "I have loved you with an everlasting love, "
and this gift was given before we ever breathed.
So fighting fear I stand in patience,
and shedding doubt I whisper truth,
and with His strength I hold to hopingall this as it is written,
in Love.
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FAUICHEUX

Fort' opus III
Love is not the being nude;
It is the nakedBrain, heart, soul, self
Naked:
Pudgy and vaguely pink
Puffy, purple-veined, pimpled, pocked:
Indescribably beautiful,
Being clothed.
I wear his smile Like some wear ermine robes,
Pink and purple mohawks,
Crepe and summer tulle.
I wear his shimmering smile
Like some wear ermine robes.

Thy fingers make early flowers of
all things.
thy hair mostly the hours love:
a smoothness which
sings, saying
(though love be a day)
do not fear, we will go amaying.
thy whitest feet crisply are straying
Always
thy moist eyes are at kisses playing,
whose strangeness much
says; singing
(though love be a day)
for which girl art thou flowers bringing?
To be thy lips is a sweet thing
and small.
Death, Thee i call rich beyond wishing
if this thou catch,
else missing.
(though love be a day
and life be nothing, it shall not stop kissing).
-e.e. cummings-
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BANCROFT. CUIMMINGS

You are not here;
But in my mind
I see you
Ever before me:
Glimpses of your smile,
How your body moves
With mine in rhythm
Across the ballroom floor.
When my eyes open
I am dancing with a
Stranger.
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LOUIISE. NICHOILS

Brainchild
Exit signs are so
Neat & Neat is Neat
cuz it rhymes w /
Feet and Feet go
walking down the
street & street is
Neat cuz it Rhymes
w I Heat & Heat
is Hot & cold is
Not- cold Doesn't
Rhyme w / Neat or
Feet or street or
Heat.
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DEMARCO, SPRUINGER

To: Each Thy Atrin
Atrin, bird,
In the language of the heart I am caged for you in soul
And sing a prayer on thy part
Though you have never told
me
Of your sorrows
Or your exiguous tomorrows.
To love is to enter a world not your own:
To be weighed down as Atrin is weighed
Be fettered as Atrin is fettered
Have passion stayed as passion's stayed
Be bettered as Atrin is bettered
Have dear hopes frayed as hopes are frayed
Fly tethered as flight is tethered Atrin, the world is more my own.
We are merry together ever:
Meredith and Merriweather.
Merry at naught, unmerry not,
Mutual laughter rings;
Mutual praise sings;
But
Are you Atrin thyself with me.
Fragment: Know you why the caged bird sings?
She knows why the caged bird sings.
Sketch:

Am the awkward acolyte here.
(Not always so, not so elsewhere)
Elsewhere matters not, just here:
Atrin and her circle of life is not elsewhere.

Shakespeare will sing it for me:
"My crown is called Atrin
A crown its like oh, seldom, king enjoy."
Your empathy mean death for me
And I love my bird too well,
If love can justify the my.
I would not time will tell.
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BANCROFT

Silhouettes
Fluid
movement of two figuresgliding;
Heightened
awareness of every slight
pressure;
Dancing
not only with bodies, but
hearts;
Eyes
glancing nervously, afraid to
connect;
Thoughts
tumbling in disarray, affecting
steps;
Music
slowly slides to a
halt.
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LOUliSE. GREEN

Enchantress
Ethereal hands of darkness
once claimed the sky her own.
Night soon fell as soft as mist
sleep lips descending slowly kissed,
deep shadows then had grown.
In dark light of moonlit night
with dreams she captured me.
Going now with coming light
retreat the subtle shades of night
enchanted soul is free.
May captive heart as well as soul
be free; or is it empty?
Allure me night dispel my fears.
Come my love with sunset's smears,
bright lipstick on my window.
The early Roman philosopher Seneca once stated - Lover observe the archer. With
one hand he pushes away and with the other draws to himself.-

IV

The dove descending breaks the air
With flame of incandescent terror
Of which the tongues declare
The one discharge from sin and error.
The only hope, or else despair
Lies in the choice of pyre or pyre To be redeemed from fire by fire.
Who then devised the torment? Love.
Love is the unfamiliar Name
Behind the hands that wove
The intolerable shirt of flame
Which human power cannot remove.
We only live, only suspire
Consumed by either fire or fire.
Excerpt from "Four Quartets" ("Little Gidding") by T.S Eliot
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STOUIT. ELIOT

Barn the car door
Slam the building
cops & robbers & aliens & toothpaste
You will find all
the click world economy
click most comforting
to your poor click
I never knew you cared.
Of course, I should have seen sooner.
I should have seen. Bang.
Our bash bang romance
at first sight
to the electric sky
the twenty minute marriage
of swept into
arms crash bang boom
Click.
To have. click.
To hold . click.
Till commercials do us break.
Of a clang bang passion
Holding captive
Enthralled willing
Now. Click.

The Elanic Vision
Jubilant and shining,
each momentsteadily approaching.
Silent and unseen
in the vacuous expanse.
Chased by no predator,
apprehended in no cage.
Comets and cat eyes
alinve with this atomic verility.
Reaching
every space
-yet never fading.
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SEEUNGER, IBAUIS

Self-centration
Suck your own breast's bitter libation
You're too much gone in,
inward to your own watery womb.
Your sour milk breeds sour thought
and rank placenta barren of nutrients
tangle a brain
too much gone in.
Inside mutated limbs pulse.
Your self-birthed thoughts,
bloody yet cold, a still birthed babe.
No live egg or foreign seed
no freedom from a rank womb
too much gone in.
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CAREY. CAGNOLA1T[

Void
Vain words
my lips whisper
Mindless acts
my body performs
My soul-emptyyearns
I'm playing the love game
agam
You there
me here
And I'm sitting
alone with my soul
Having nothing
to talk about.
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WIESSIEIL

Silent Troubadour
I walk alone
Through the dark shadows
My voice is not heard
In haunted meadows.
I start to sing
Along the dusky shore
Only the wind is heard
And I sing no more.
It's a moonless night
And my time is gone.
The shadows beckon me
As I wander on.
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NEEDHAM. SPRUINGER

Oh this joy that deceives
When gladness departs
As it leaves full hollow
The young's bleeding hearts
For the stars are but shallow
And the moon is reflected
In the town square's gallow
There he hung
Grey as a shadow
And dead as my soul
The night grew stormy
And the thunder fought
I breathed fire in my lung
and waited for dawn
It broke quick and early
Silence was my heart beat
Steely gray coldness
In the heart of the west.
Ghosts moved like tumbles
Across my path
Thousands and many
Gathered on the scene
I pushed my way through the Fog
And there it lay
Thick as my scream
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snowman
the sun creeps up the tired winter sky,
stretches its limbs through the grey morning.
rainbows bounce and dance around the snowman
and bring life to his frozen palace.
the glimmering kingdom loses its glory,
as the day picks at the underlying earth.
the innocent beauty giving way to the mud;
cellophane forgotten in the sight of dead grass.
puddles form at the feet of the king,
steadily sinking to his knees.
soon his waist and arms are consumed by the flood
as his expressionless face melts into tears.
now nothing remains but the soggy lawn
in the decayed brown of warm winter.
down-turned is the face of the disappointed boy,
who dreamt of wonder and awoke to death.
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CRUISEY. NICHOLS

Lullaby
the canoe, I don't think I saw among
all the other scattered soaring visions,
but the man was bald and estranged from me.
She looked like me and yet she was of him,
beautiful aching woman, he's your past.
Your lullabies are held by me inside
where the aching for him resides deeply.
Trees are lining the swirling stream beside
our struggling boat they are solid, fast
A dream storm that flowed from heart-need circled
his, yours, my fearing, floating separation.
Don's huge arms lean back on wooden oars, yet
we don't know if he's the savior or not.
I never found out, but waking, I want to
make a little girl's plea for reconciliation
to woo the bitter rowing man back to you.
Now he's here but only sees an outline
of family shapes, shadows of children he
had swung by handfuls of hair and beat, hard.
I grabbed his swollen fingers and loved them,
loved a hand plumped with pain and numb from strokes.
My wince took over my face when I found
my grasp sent racing pain up your old arm
The plucked strings of her song sound of that ache.
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CAREY

RICE
Hard-chipped hands of the man who made me and spoon-fed me
rice, rubbed together and blew off the dust of me.
Humming, he put seven years in a cloth diaper on the street.
I heard he got born again one day.
I never asked him about the sex of women.

Little skin bodies slipping in and out of gym clothes
grabbed my staring eyes, making me be last.
My cousins in yelling black leather and cheap knives
said that I was their mascot and made me an adult.
And my mama, she sewed cloth at a tailor's shop.
Broken bones and blood, mama with my next dad,
I'd watch and plan my ways to kill him.
Archie, my lover, let me laugh a lot.
We ran money and stole away to rich hotels.
She'd giggle and let me touch her everywhere.
When I told my mama, she cried a lot
and vomited, screaming on the floor of the shop,
holding her thin stomach. I guess I was her little girl.
"Four years," she said, "you go to America, home of the brave,
I'll make pink cloth and prayers for you, waiting."
I went to America -fifteen, open, and dark.
Sick eyes stared at me, - the boy-girl.
I bought the city a coffee and carried its bags,
the diner slut waitresses, the custodial shufflers,
I gave them my wide smile, then hid to cry my girl tears.
A handful of women, when we were very alone,
would kiss me hard and run off their wish grocery list.
No one ever touched me with their skin.
I was always eating rice. I'm still always eating rice.
Then, choking on a cigarette, I found a friend
I never once thought of what lay beneath her fragile dresses.
She, like an angel -white skin, white hair,
eating my white rice, was my best friend .
I gave her my gashed up spirit printed in permanent ink.
She gave me new flowers.
This girl, the only one in the world who knows what love is.
I saw her last, 2 years, 8 months, and 10 days ago, in America.
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You're Bringing Healing
You're bringing healing
Out of the desert
You're bringing laughter
Out of pain
You're bringing joy
Out of the sorrow
Bringing sunshine out of rain.
Lord be Your glory
More important than my joy...

How can I ask for Your glory
When it might mean my pain
How can I ask for sorrow
And all the hurt again
Here I am calling You Lord
But how can I ask for a storm

Then bring Your glory out of the storm
I'll put my hand in Yours
And call You Lord.
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But as for me, my feet came close to stumbling;
My steps had almost slipped.
For I was envious of the arrogant,
As I say the prosperity of the wicked.
For there are no pains in their death;
And their body is fat.
They are not in trouble as other men;
Nor are they plagued like mankind.
Therefore pride is their necklace;
The garment of violence covers them.
Their eye bulges from fatness;
The imaginations o.f their heart run riot.
They mock, and wickedly speak of oppression;
They speak from on high.
They have set their mouth against the heavens,
And their tongue parades through the earth ...
If I had said, "I will speak thus,"
Behold, I should have betrayed the generation of Thy children.
When I pondered to understand this,
It was troublesome in my sight
Until I came into the sanctuary of God;
Then I perceived their end.
Surely Thou dost set them in slippery places;
Thou dost cast them down to destruction ...
When my heart was embittered,
And I was pierced within,
Then I was senseless and ignorant;
I was like a beast before Thee.
Nevertheless I am continually with Thee;
Thou hast taken hold of my right hand ...
Whom have I in heaven but Thee?
And besides Thee, I desire nothing on earth.
My flesh and my heart may fail,
but God is the strength of my heart and my portion forever."
Psalm 73: 2-9, 15-18, 21-23, 25-26
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A moment of silence ...
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JERAH SEELINGER IS A SOPHOMORE SOCIOLOGY MAJOR FROM CASABLANCA.
MOROCCO. SHE HAS NO DISTINGUISHING BIRTHMARKS. BUT SHE REALLY. REALLY.
REALLY LIKES PICKLES.
MICAH SPRUNGER IS A JUNIOR HISTORY MAJOR WHO IS FROM ATLANTA BUT
GREW UP IN JAPAN. HE HAS REALLY BIG BIG TOES. THEY ARE "SCARY". BUT HE "CAN
KICK PEOPLE PRETTY GOOD".
BRADSHAW STOUT IS A SENIOR BIOLOGY MAJOR FROM HERMINIE. PENNSYLVANIA.
HE WAS A VERY VALUABLE MEMBER OF THE THORN ADVISORY STAFF. AND HE HAS
SEVEN FRECKLES THAT ROUGHLY RESEMBLE THE PLEIADES ON HIS LEFT HAND.
LISA STUCKY IS A JUNIOR HISTORY/ ENGLISH MAJOR FROM THE PHILIPPINES. SHE WAS
A MEMBER OF THE THORN ADVISORY STAFF AND HAS A STRING OF FRECKLES ON
HER COLLARBONE.
LAURENCE WESSEL IS A SENIOR IDS MAJOR(BIOLOGY. PSYCHOLOGY. EDUCATION)
FROM MARSEILLE. FRANCE. SHE HAS ABOUT TWENTY FRECKLES ON HER BACK.
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Will you please take my life book?
The cover is authentic
My name is nicely printed
Ready for you to unseal.
See the pages: they are full
Black ink everywhere
Lots of pages for such a short time
Words endlessly chasing each other.
Take a closer look now.
Cursive, scribble, jots
Write, write, or the ink may stop
Fill as many pages, for glory's sake.
Read me ...
Why are there only verbs?
Thinking and doing
In every form but
adjectives and nouns are not to be found.
You were so hasty to do
that you left behind
the what and the who.
Empty words now lay
Assembled as pearls on
a necklace but empty inside.
Yet connected by a thread
-Ink-
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